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It s been decades since the great powers of the New York City art world decamped for Chelsea, but SoHo remains dotted with galleries of
long standing like Ronald Feldman; numerous newer arrivals; small museums like the Drawing Center, the Donald Judd Foundation and
the Center for Italian Modern Art; and the magisterial Dia Art Foundation, with its permanent installations of Walter De Maria s Earth
Room and The Broken Kilometer. Here are ve of the most notable gallery shows up right now or opening soon.
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Oil paint can be sculptural, especially if you use as much as Paul Fägerskiöld does on Flatland. The young Swedish-born painter lays so
much blackish-purple paint on this enormous canvas that the nished surface of its gure, a monochrome rectangle with a bowed bottom
edge, has the de nition of hammered bronze. Each ridgy brush stroke is an eddy, and the whole is a view of the ocean but it s a restless
one that won t subside into the easy dif dence of most two-dimensional images. Not for nothing did Mr. Fägerskiöld name the painting,
and the show it appears in, after Edward Abbot s 19th-century novella of mind-bending sci- geometry. Th
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An installation view of Austin Lee s Feels Good exhibition at Jeffrey Deitch. His works
blend digital techniques with traditional painting. Austin Lee; Genevieve Hanson
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Austin Lee s analog portraits of cyberspace are strangely fascinating. After drawing oppy cartoon hearts, stumpy, grinning gures and
prancing ponies on an iPad, the painter then renders the images by hand, at a much larger scale, with brush and airbrush. Maybe it s the
adeptly balanced hot pinks and neon reds, or the promise that a virtual world might someday seem as joyful and genuine as the real. Or
maybe it s just the marrying of such disparate mediums, the quiet shock of confronting computer effects in physical form, which makes it
so dif cult to look away. Th
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